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and good morning everyone welcome to ask                                        
a theologian I am delighted that you are                                        
here on this Thursday Thursdays always a                                        
good day at Randy white ministries                                              
because we do Bible study on Thursday                                           
nights I look forward to seeing you                                             
7:00 p.m. mountain time we have a brand                                         
new study we've just finished that                                              
little doctrinal study 5 weeks but the                                          
bread and butter what we do right here                                          
is verse by verse Bible study and                                               
tonight we are starting a study of the                                          
book of ezekiel 7 p.m. mountain time you                                        
can get it at Randy white ministries or                                         
Grandda web ministries.com at                                                   
facebook.com slash pastor randy white at                                        
youtube.com slash randy whites and                                              
wherever you're watching now you can get                                        
it tonight I hope you'll join us by the                                         
way if you want a reminder a text                                               
message reminder you send one word randy                                        
white with no spaces to the number                                              
ninety seven thousand and you will be                                           
able to get that a follow-up from                                               
yesterday vena has said I didn't                                                
understand the thing about Testament and                                        
covenant can you go over it again let's                                         
try to make that a little more clear                                            
here today as we go through that and so                                         
here's one I just brought up first                                              
Corinthians chapter 11 verse 25 now what                                        
I want us to do is to pull this                                                 
particular Strong's word let's search                                           
for it every time it is used in the King                                        
James Bible and you see that sometimes                                          
it's Testament and sometimes it's                                               
covenant now I think the easiest way                                            
would be for us to look into the book of                                        
Hebrews and when we do so we can see for                                        
example in Hebrews 722 I'll pull that                                           
one up there is a better                                                        
testament but in 86 there is a better                                           
covenant what is the difference in the                                          
King James between a Testament and a                                            
covenant now as we said yesterday you                                           
will only see this difference in the                                            
King James and the difference is that                                           
the King James translators recognized                                           
that in this dispensation we are not                                            
under a covenant and so they took this                                          
Greek word which was covenant and at                                            
times when it appeared that that's not                                          
talking about any kind of covenant in                                           
the scripture that that because those                                           
covenants relate to Israel so if it's                                           
the Davidic covenant the Abrahamic                                              
covenant the Mosaic Covenant it always                                          



will use the word covenant however if                                           
it's used in such a way that it does                                            
apply they believe dispensational II to                                         
the church then they will call it a                                             
testament now let me give you an example                                        
right here we have again Hebrews chapter                                        
7 verse 22 by such Jesus was made a                                             
surety of a better Testament now my                                             
guess is all of the other translations                                          
use covenant but King James says no no                                          
no don't use covenant because that will                                         
confuse people because covenants are                                            
what Israel is under the church is not                                          
under a covenant the church according to                                        
the King James translators might be                                             
under a last will and testament                                                 
and so they refer here to a better                                              
Testament than the Covenant that now to                                         
show that the King James writers did not                                        
believe that the church was under the                                           
new covenant they never used any of                                             
these new covenant passages when they                                           
were clearly new covenant                                                       
never used the word Testament there so                                          
for example we could go to chapter 8                                            
verse 6 and we looked at this again                                             
yesterday and it says that he have hath                                         
obtained a more excellent ministry by                                           
how much he also is the mediator of a                                           
better covenant established on better                                           
promises but this is the covenant verse                                         
9 not according to the Covenant I made                                          
with their fathers so this new covenant                                         
is with the house of Israel and the                                             
house of Judah                                                                  
so the basic difference in the King                                             
James between covenant and Testament is                                         
not the Greek word it's absolutely the                                          
same word the basic difference is the                                           
translators of the King James said if we                                        
believe the church might be under that                                          
we're not going to use the word covenant                                        
that just shows you I think that the                                            
King James translators did have a fair                                          
degree of dispensational understanding                                          
and they did have the understanding that                                        
covenants are for Israel they would not                                         
use the word if they thought it related                                         
to Israel now that just means then that                                         
when in the King James when you see the                                         
word Testament that you have to analyze                                         
their selection of that particular                                              
English word and you have to look at it                                         
and say is this talking about something                                         
that the church is under now I think                                            
that we could find again some of these                                          
in which that's not what the church is                                          
under and Testament maybe would not have                                        
been the best word here as we talked                                            
about that some yesterday Testament in                                          
the manner in which they are using now                                          
let's look at one that is Testament for                                         



this is the blood                                                               
of the New Testament now here's I think                                         
a challenge in what they've done here                                           
they looked at this and said the church                                         
is under the blood but the church is not                                        
under the Covenant so because the church                                        
is under the blood but not under the                                            
Covenant we're going to use the word                                            
Testament here I happen to think                                                
dispensational II they could have said                                          
that the blood of Christ                                                        
is the blood of the New Covenant that's                                         
what it is it seals the new covenant                                            
promised by Jeremiah I think that's                                             
what's in view there now it just so                                             
happens something that is similar but                                           
not the same is that the blood of Jesus                                         
Christ is what the church is under also                                         
there's this kind of dual role of the                                           
church one of the blood excuse me one is                                        
to seal the Covenant and the other is to                                        
to provide for the propitiation of all                                          
mankind you know not only for our sins                                          
but for the sins of the whole world                                             
first John 2:2 so that's a little bit of                                        
help there it basically I kind of like                                          
the use of Testament just because it                                            
does recognize that you can't put the                                           
church under a covenant and therefore                                           
you'll never find I suppose we could                                            
look at and make sure we're correct here                                        
but you would never find the King James                                         
using the word covenant if it was a                                             
previous promise to Israel implicitly                                           
that says the King James writers knew                                           
that the promises to Israel were not the                                        
promises to the church so they didn't                                           
even want to use the word now the one                                           
thing that I would love to ask the                                              
translators is that it is possible and                                          
we see this with Holy Ghost versus Holy                                         
Spirit it is possible that they use                                             
testament not only when they said this                                          
is not for Israel                                                               
not a not a covenant to Israel but                                              
possibly they used it when they were not                                        
sure as well I think we see this                                                
sometimes Holy Ghost is always the third                                        
person of the Trinity Holy Spirit mmm                                           
that could be a spirit that is holy or                                          
that could be the third person of the                                           
Trinity I think maybe they sometimes use                                        
the word spirit especially with holy                                            
involved in it to say we don't know                                             
we're not so firm on this that we will                                          
say this is the third person of the                                             
Trinity the Holy Ghost and the the ghost                                        
and spirit is the translation of the                                            
same word as well NUMA and so they use                                          
that word to say here is a red-flag word                                        
that says you better go do some homework                                        
on your own and figure that out I                                               



wouldn't be surprised if we would see                                           
the Testament is really that kind of                                            
catch-all it's not they say this is not                                         
if this was clearly a covenant for                                              
Israel we would have called it a                                                
covenant but we're not sure maybe it's                                          
for Israel maybe it's for the church and                                        
then it's Testament and if you do that                                          
then there's absolutely it's it's                                               
absolute perfection in what they have                                           
done they have taken a word which is a                                          
good translation of the word the                                                
underline Greek word and it says we're                                          
not exactly sure the Meuse egde of this                                         
word so Testament is kind of that little                                        
red flag that says time to put the                                              
big-boy pants on and do some work of                                            
your own some interpretive work of your                                         
own because after all we're translators                                         
and god bless them for doing it I think                                         
it gives just a a beautiful picture of                                          
of accurate translating and I for one                                           
very much appreciate that okay let's go                                         
to Michael Hebrews chapter 2 verse 3 and                                        
the question is is it fair to say that                                          
the salvation that Hebrews 2 3 speaks of                                        
is the                                                                          
gospel yes it's fair to say I I can say                                         
that without even reading the passage                                           
though I know what the passage says but                                         
I even if I didn't know what the passage                                        
says I could say that and the reason is                                         
I know what Hebrews is about and Hebrews                                        
as I interpret it and again question the                                        
assumptions because I'm a lonely guy                                            
sometimes in my interpretation and so                                           
you check to see if those are right but                                         
as I interpret it                                                               
there is no gospel of personal salvation                                        
in the book of Hebrews the book of                                              
Hebrews is the last call to the kingdom                                         
that is the last call until the end of                                          
time the last call for the kingdom                                              
gospel the last call for the nation to                                          
repent and come under their new king                                            
therefore I think it is fair to say that                                        
the salvation of Hebrews chapter 2 verse                                        
3 is of the kingdom gospel now let's                                            
look at it and see Hebrews 2 3 upper                                            
right-hand corner of your screen it says                                        
how shall we escape we've the Hebrew                                            
people if we the Hebrew people neglect                                          
so great a salvation which at first                                             
began to be spoken by the Lord and was                                          
confirmed unto us by them that heard                                            
them him let's say the Apostles now a                                           
couple of things that ought to say yes                                          
this is not Pauline grace salvation the                                         
kind that Michael and Randy experienced                                         
because this is the kind of salvation                                           
which again first began to be spoken by                                         
the Lord and then confirmed by them that                                        



heard him let's just again abbreviate                                           
that as apostles so the Lord and the                                            
apostles while they taught uh they                                              
taught a kingdom gospel they cut out a                                          
kingdom salvation and so how shall we                                           
escape                                                                          
if we neglect the gospel that the Lord                                          
and the Apostles provided now that                                              
aligns perfectly with the prophets and                                          
it aligns perfectly with Peter who                                              
aligned perfectly with the prophets and                                         
that is to say that there comes a time                                          
when if you neglect the salvation that                                          
God is offering through the kingdom                                             
again this is to the Jewish nation to                                           
the Hebrew nation                                                               
if you Hebrew nation neglect the                                                
salvation that God is offering to you                                           
he's saying I want to give it to you if                                         
you neglect that how are you going to                                           
escape what's going to happen now the                                           
prophets of course said very                                                    
consistently                                                                    
that if you neglect that the nation will                                        
be destroyed in the day of Jacob's                                              
trouble there will be such turmoil such                                         
persecution that you only a protected                                           
remnant is going to survive so Hebrews                                          
chapter 2 verse 3 again does align so                                           
perfectly well with the with the the the                                        
South the kingdom gospel rather than the                                        
grace gospel so I think it works out                                            
perfectly there now you take even in the                                        
short term rather than sending the day                                          
of Jacob's trouble the Lord sent the                                            
destruction of 70 AD and did that as a                                          
part of transitioning and ushering into                                         
this age of grace which we live now and                                         
so some day he's going to display the                                           
rest or he's going to bring them into                                           
that 70th week of Daniel and it'll be                                           
the same kind of issue so it's a warning                                        
really for the tribulation and the                                              
destruction that comes upon the nation                                          
through that in order to bring them                                             
about now I think that's the salvation                                          
all the way through the book of Hebrews                                         
I think that explains Hebrews chapter                                           
six which talks about falling from                                              
elevation if you will and the confusion                                         
of all of that comes in the fact that we                                        
tend to read only one salvation and                                             
that's our salvation and we read it in                                          
throughout all of these texts now                                               
remember here it says that let's see                                            
this salvation which at first began to                                          
be spoken of the Lord I have come to                                            
love                                                                            
Romans chapter 15 verse 8 which speaks a                                        
little to that it says now I say that                                           
Jesus Christ was a minister of the                                              
circumcision for the truth of God to                                            



confirm the promises made unto the                                              
father's this was the Ministry of Jesus                                         
so when we hear the words of Jesus we                                           
have to hear them as a minister of the                                          
circumcision to confirm the promises                                            
made by the father so when we go back                                           
and we say ah at first began to be                                              
spoken of by the Lord well the Lord was                                         
a minister of the circumcision                                                  
confirming the promises to the fathers                                          
and so it begins to make every sense                                            
that this is a kingdom salvation now                                            
this is one of the areas I might say                                            
that we get we as in let's say the                                              
evangelical church which is not really                                          
we I mean you're beyond that but we in a                                        
very broad sense get confused with so                                           
much of the scripture because we don't                                          
rightly divide the word of truth and we                                         
are insistent that salvation is always                                          
the kind that Paul presented even                                               
dispensationalists do this and it                                               
frustrates me because I'm a dogged                                              
dispensationalists and                                                          
dispensationalists asked what is it                                             
would ask somebody you know someone says                                        
I'm a dispensationalist okay mr.                                                
dispensationalists what do you believe                                          
well I believe that God gave certain                                            
tests down through time of how man was                                          
to relate to him                                                                
you mean how to be in a right standing                                          
with God yeah that's that's right now                                           
let's talk about salvation salvations                                           
always been by grace through faith                                              
always the same oh so that test was not                                         
really a test well yeah that was a test                                         
for rewards that before rewards it was a                                        
test for rewards that was a yeah yeah                                           
rewards and they won't even think this                                          
through that idea that salvation has                                            
always been the same really means the                                           
cross of Christ is not necessary for one                                        
and second it means there is no                                                 
dispensation maybe you know for a few                                           
days you can't eat meat and you know you                                        
have to worship on Saturday and save                                            
just very minor little issues that's not                                        
a dispensation it frankly isn't so                                              
they're really not dispensationalists                                           
and the problem is they don't know what                                         
it is to rightly divide we really that                                          
is the most important division I think                                          
is to recognize this dispensation in                                            
which we live how is a person right with                                        
God today they're right with God by                                             
being in Christ they're in Christ when                                          
they receive the gift that he has                                               
offered by virtue of the fact that he is                                        
Lord of the Dead and the living and he                                          
got to that point by being obedient even                                        
unto death and he might have the name                                           



that is above every other names that                                            
every knee should bow and every tongue                                          
confess that Jesus Christ is Lord and so                                        
today that right standing with God is a                                         
gift freely handed out has that always                                          
been absolutely not absolutely not but                                          
it's always been by grace through faith                                         
says the dispensationalist who's not                                            
really a dispensationalist because he                                           
speaks with forked tongue he divides his                                        
own tongue in the in the manner in which                                        
he he he speaks so that's where the                                             
water hits the wheel really a                                                   
that division again of this dispensation                                        
or this this this gospel of this Pauline                                        
gospel and the previous in this case of                                         
Hebrews chapter 2 verse 3 and that is                                           
the the kingdom gospel thank you I                                              
appreciate your question there and let's                                        
go to Jim and in Piedmont and by the way                                        
that Bibles on the way had a little                                             
challenge with it too but it's on the                                           
way that's just little a note between me                                        
and Jim how's that where can I find your                                        
teaching on the overlap                                                         
I appreciate the question there of                                              
course any of you who've heard me teach                                         
either in the book of Acts or in this                                           
program you know any of you Nepali                                              
Nepali any of the Pauline writings for                                          
that matter you've heard me you know                                            
give this symbol right here and talk                                            
about the overlap and yet interestingly                                         
that is a position which I came to shall                                        
I say over time I slowly came to see                                            
that position and now I teach it all the                                        
time and you know I do that little hand                                         
motion and show the overlap but truth is                                        
I have never never actually had a                                               
teaching in which I said here's how I                                           
got here here's what the overlap is you                                         
know here's the chart other than two                                            
arms here's when one starts one ends all                                        
that kind of stuff here's my biblical                                           
evidence so I appreciate you saying that                                        
because really uncomfortable enough now                                         
in the doctrine because we shall we call                                        
it the the doctrine of overlap I'm                                              
comfortable enough now with that                                                
doctrine that                                                                   
I think I can defend it just about                                              
anywhere in scripture that it shows I                                           
can see that it's their acts 20:1 we saw                                        
it very strongly in there this has been                                         
a doctrine which has developed within me                                        
over time through the study of the word                                         
and so I do need to go back one of these                                        
times if just need a little one or two                                          
off section and we'll get there one of                                          
these days here I will throw that in                                            
there because I need I need to have one                                         
that then defines that in a solid way                                           



because again I edged into this I went                                          
you know ankle deep and knee deep and                                           
you know now I'm up to here and slowly                                          
came into it I appreciate that                                                  
I will get one of these days a teaching                                         
on the overlap excellent word there Rene                                        
down in Albuquerque is the man of                                               
perdition likely alive and ready the man                                        
of perdition the Antichrist you know                                            
there's a there's there's a number of                                           
different views obviously on this if the                                        
Antichrist is not a pre and not an                                              
already-existing Leslie I don't know how                                        
to say that if he's not the resurrected                                         
Judas how's that there's a possibility                                          
that Judas is the Antichrist and Judas                                          
is going to come in and be the                                                  
Antichrist that he'll be there again in                                         
which case Judas is alive but I'm not                                           
sure that he's here maybe a resurrected                                         
Judas kind of status because remember                                           
the man of perdition the Antichrist                                             
mimics in every way the Christ so you                                           
would expect a resurrection you even see                                        
some hints of that in the teaching of                                           
the Antichrist now that's that position                                         
there of the Antichrist being the                                               
resurrected Judas that one is certainly                                         
not one that would again be broadly held                                        
nor would I say is it one that you could                                        
ever definitively say absolutely you                                            
could say it's my position you could say                                        
here's the things that I hold to make                                           
that my position but you couldn't say                                           
it's absolutely now if he's if he's                                             
Judas then I would say he's going to be                                         
resurrected later but let's go with a                                           
more a more standard teaching and that                                          
is he's not Judas he is you know some                                           
Tom Dick or Harry that's out there going                                        
to walk and going to do the things you                                          
know he's born in natural ways and all                                          
those kind of things                                                            
is he alive today possibly but I think                                          
it would be pure speculation and nothing                                        
but pure speculation because we don't                                           
know when the rapture is going to be                                            
even if the rapture is today Maranatha                                          
come quickly Lord Jesus but even if the                                         
rapture is today he does not have to be                                         
already alive it would kind of make                                             
sense but he doesn't have to be that is                                         
because one he could be resurrected as                                          
Judas Lord the resurrected Judas - as I                                         
have presented before I think you could                                         
have 20 30 40 years before the actual                                           
seven years of the tribulation starts                                           
and I usually say 30 years that would                                           
give enough time for him to be born                                             
right away and be old enough to be let's                                        
say again if he's like the Messiah maybe                                        
he's a 30 year old world ruler after all                                        



he said well that's no that doesn't                                             
happen anymore that well you know                                               
Alexander the Great was kind of that                                            
Jesus Christ died at 33 so it's possible                                        
so I would say maybe he's alive today                                           
but it is pure and utter speculation                                            
which means then to put any kind of                                             
identity on the man is just pure folly                                          
we don't even know if he's alive it                                             
would only be speculation that he was                                           
alive and to say that it is you know                                            
Jill Biden or Donald Trump or all the                                           
other people that you could put in there                                        
to say any of that just says I just like                                        
to make things up I you know I mean it                                          
that's what I do for I call myself a                                            
theologian and I make things up well                                            
real theologians don't make things up so                                        
I would put it as purely speculation                                            
whether or not he's alive and therefore                                         
utter folly to try to put any identity                                          
on him as a matter of fact I think that                                         
it is maybe even up to the midpoint of                                          
the tribulation                                                                 
before you can definitively say this is                                         
the Antichrist and of course we're not                                          
gonna be here for that there's those of                                         
us in the church and why do I say the                                           
midpoint because that's the point at                                            
which without a doubt the thing that he                                         
just did is what the Antichrist did now                                         
maybe you could go to the beginning of                                          
the seven years the Daniels 70th week                                           
when the covenant is confirmed with the                                         
mini the reason I say maybe is I don't                                          
know if there's only one signature I                                            
mean if there's two signatures then                                             
there's two possibilities for who it is                                         
but what if it's a coalition of Nations                                         
and he just happens to be one of many                                           
signing at what if there is a covenant                                          
but it's done in secret                                                         
I know government's never do anything in                                        
secret the government governments of the                                        
world have always been the picture of                                           
transparency but you know maybe in the                                          
future governments will do something                                            
secret so I don't know if we're gonna                                           
read in the news someday you know                                               
Nikolai's somebody is somebody whatever                                         
I forget what Tim LaHaye and Jerry                                              
Jenkins had the name Nicolae something                                          
wasn't it                                                                       
you know signed a covenant I don't know                                         
if it's even gonna be in the news or it                                         
may be                                                                          
these 15 countries the leaders of 15                                            
countries gathered to gain Geneva                                               
Switzerland and I you know I so I think                                         
it's too much speculation that is there                                         
from guarding yeah I don't have my                                              
African violet here I'm up on a                                                 



mountaintop maybe I need to get a                                               
gardenia sounds beautiful they smell                                            
good too I don't I don't know if they'll                                        
grow here I know they won't grow outside                                        
like they do know some of the places                                            
where you are                                                                   
but beyond the name let's get to the                                            
question did Adam and Eve's children                                            
procreate amongst each other did                                                
siblings have sex with each other that                                          
is the way you procreate but did Adam                                           
and Eve's children Procrit at some point                                        
yes that would have that would have had                                         
to have taken place so of course you've                                         
got Adam and Eve and then they have                                             
children we know of course of Cain Abel                                         
and Seth but we also know just you know                                         
other other sons and daughters now at at                                        
some point then it has to be among                                              
siblings doesn't take long until you                                            
know you get a even nice nephew                                                 
cousins all that kind of thing and of                                           
course it begins to spread out fairly                                           
quickly with the number of children they                                        
were having in the number of years that                                         
they were having but I think there was                                          
that a certain point now in our world                                           
today we don't have a perfect gene pool                                         
we've got a polluted gene pool and so if                                        
this happened today                                                             
you've got mutations that the brother                                           
and the sister both have and they're                                            
going to put those together and                                                 
god I'm not a genealogist or whatever                                           
talks about all these things but you're                                         
going to end up then with with DNA                                              
problems because you've got both of the                                         
problems coming together and passing                                            
that on then that mutant problem rather                                         
than keeping it separated and spread out                                        
this is one of the reasons I think very                                         
closed communities around the world down                                        
through the ages have a greater                                                 
prevalence of DNA related difficulties                                          
and mutations Down syndrome and other                                           
things that take place at a higher                                              
prevalence when it's a very closed                                              
community now that's only a problem of                                          
fallen humanity they were fallen but it                                         
had not been very long since all of this                                        
took there there just wasn't enough of                                          
the gene pool to have have mutated to be                                        
a problem back in those days and you see                                        
that of course even sometimes well Lots                                         
daughters who you know procreated with                                          
with lot their father and brought about                                         
the Edomites and the ammonites and what                                         
Ammon doesn't that mean children of my                                          
father that's a very loose                                                      
interpretation of Ammon the so yes this                                         
is what happens now since we see it                                             
presented in a in a clear way for                                               



example with lot and his daughters I                                            
think there's no reason to say uh it                                            
didn't happen back there in Genesis now                                         
if we say it didn't happen with Adam and                                        
Eve's children then we we require that                                          
God made more than just Adam and just                                           
Eve well that seems like a simple                                               
solution you say okay in Genesis 1 and 2                                        
it                                                                              
shows us about Adam and Eve but there                                           
were others yeah certainly God made                                             
others as well but the problem with that                                        
is that that messes up literally the                                            
foundational issue of the human need of                                         
salvation and that is that Adam sinned                                          
and when Adam sinned he cursed if you                                           
will all that would come after him now                                          
if there were other children other                                              
people living off in other places then                                          
Adam's sin did not affect them and so                                           
you've got really I think a fundamental                                         
problem with the entirety of Scripture                                          
as a matter of fact I think that you                                            
could say for outside there's two ways                                          
both of them pretty strong first of all                                         
I would say that a theologian so-called                                         
that believes that Adam and Eve were                                            
only representations of all of humanity                                         
that theologian needs to quit and take                                          
another job and he needs to do so                                               
because Romans 5:12 and other scriptures                                        
teach us how utterly important it is                                            
that all of mankind springs forth from                                          
Adam and Eve after the fall now the                                             
second thing I think I'll say this again                                        
that not only should that theologian get                                        
him another job but and by the way I                                            
think those theologians are like Tim                                            
Keller in T right BioLogos                                                      
organization would probably hold to that                                        
position the second thing I would say I                                         
think that if it could be proven that                                           
the world started with let's say a                                              
hundred people 50 men and 50 women if                                           
that could be proven beyond the shadow                                          
of a doubt then I think I'm gonna say                                           
this very strongly I think we ought to                                          
close our Bible walk away and find a                                            
different religion                                                              
because all of Christianity is built                                            
again on the fact that we inherited the                                         
punishment of Adam if there Adam and Eve                                        
if there are 49 other couples out there                                         
then I'll just say I'm a descendant of                                          
one of those I'm not a descendant of                                            
Adam by the way I think DNA is more and                                         
more beginning to prove that we all came                                        
question here let me get it up there we                                         
go                                                                              
last night you were talking about the                                           
five porches is it possible that the                                            
Nicolaitans in revelation two could be                                          



referring to the same people of the five                                        
portions hmm Revelation chapter 2 verse                                         
6 which says let's see this thou hast                                           
that thou hatest the deeds of the                                               
Nicolaitans which I also hate those are                                         
also referred to in chapter 3 is it not                                         
perhaps not no Downs the same chapter                                           
chapter 2 verse 15 so thou also hast                                            
thou also them that hold to the doctrine                                        
of the Nicolaitans which I hate Acts                                            
chapter 6 verse 57 let's just see it's                                          
just a a reference of nicolas a                                                 
proselyte of antioch                                                            
dad we really have no no clue to know                                           
that that nicholas ties into the nick                                           
elations now that question we were                                              
talking about the five porches the five                                         
porticoes                                                                       
and a Scalia appease the the whole                                              
paganism that was going on there at the                                         
Pool of Bethesda could revelation to be                                         
at this point I don't see anything but                                          
speculation but Dan you're making a                                             
connection between the five porches and                                         
the Nicolaitans I would like to know                                            
what is that connection in your mind                                            
because you you could be onto something                                         
that I'm not saying at this point so                                            
email me that or if it's short put it in                                        
a comment there to see can we make a                                            
connection it would be very interesting                                         
if we can because the Nicolaitans are                                           
very far for the most part they are a                                           
mystery don't really know who these                                             
nickel Asians are now again I teach that                                        
revelation two and three the letters to                                         
the messengers of the seven assemblies                                          
our future therefore there may not be a                                         
connection to anything in the scripture                                         
that's why that ax passage where it                                             
talks about Nicholas I think that's a                                           
pretty spurious connection there and it                                         
may be that the nickel Asians are                                               
something that in the future in fact I                                          
probably would say that let me say that                                         
a little more strongly in the future the                                        
you know Church here it is the church at                                        
Ephesus the church at Ephesus is going                                          
to know who the Nicolaitans are in that                                         
day                                                                             
when it is that time so if you if you                                           
have that too if you can strengthen that                                        
let me know there and I would appreciate                                        
that geneticists yeah not genealogists                                          
geneticists thank you Paul for helping                                          
me out there and she looked at your                                             
comment earlier a geneticist is someone                                         
who talks about the genes and the way                                           
all of that comes about with white sheep                                        
and black sheep and what sheep you come                                         
out with right that's a geneticist a                                            
genealogist figures out who your                                                



great-grandma is and where she came from                                        
which is also very interesting but only                                         
mildly related it's all in the gene pool                                        
right I appreciate that thank you very                                          
much okay let's see let's go to let's                                           
see two men well in San Antonio who by                                          
the way tells me he goes by Manny so now                                        
that we're friends let's go to many in                                          
San Antonio many in Senen sent many                                             
insane a man maybe in San Antonio let's                                         
stick with that good to see you this                                            
morning                                                                         
brother Randy is this verse talking                                             
about the judgment seat of Christ after                                         
the rapture romans chapter 2 verse 16                                           
which speaks of in the day God shall                                            
judge the secrets of men by Jesus Christ                                        
according to my gospel now one of the                                           
things I think that is important here                                           
they're going to be judged let's look at                                        
the Greek and make sure we've got this                                          
let's see God is the subject judges the                                         
verb God shall judge he's going to do                                           
that                                                                            
on this particular day when the day went                                        
when when he judges win or we might say                                         
which day in the day is done is if we                                           
were doing a sentence diagram would go                                          
under judge so God is going to judge the                                        
direct object is the secrets God will                                           
judge the secrets what secrets the one                                          
who belong the secrets of men God will                                          
judge the secrets okay God also will                                            
judge according to my glad tidings or                                           
the the the the Eun galleon mu the the                                          
the the Gospel of me by doea Jesus                                              
Christ and through through with her by                                          
is the manner and of Jesus is is how it                                         
belongs to the to the through there so                                          
what I wanted to point out yeah is that                                         
the judgment will be according to my                                            
gospel                                                                          
so take the Pauline gospel not the law                                          
here not the kingdom gospel but the                                             
Pauline gospel he's going to take God is                                        
going to take and he is going to judge                                          
the secrets of men and the word secrets                                         
let's just check it's the the hidden                                            
think cryptosystem things of men he is                                          
going to judge it according to my gospel                                        
I am so glad that it doesn't say he's                                           
going to judge the secrets of men                                               
according to the Mosaic law or according                                        
to the kingdom gospel or according to                                           
the Baptist faith a message Oh                                                  
according to the Westminster catechism                                          
he is going to judge the crypt oz of men                                        
the secrets of men by Jesus according to                                        
my gospel that is the judgment will be                                          
according to my gospel well what is the                                         
judgment the excuse me what is my gospel                                        
Paul's gospel Paul's gospel is that we                                          



are complete in Christ when we are in                                           
Christ looks to me like that's a very                                           
gracious judgment                                                               
have you received Paul's gospel placed                                          
your faith in you no faithful cometh by                                         
hearing and you've heard this gospel                                            
have you placed your trust in that                                              
gospel and therefore the judgment would                                         
be he's mine he saved that sin is                                               
covered                                                                         
and that is is again something that we                                          
ought to rejoice in so greatly but the                                          
question is then a little more                                                  
pertaining to Manny's question is this                                          
verse talking about the judgment seat of                                        
Christ after the rapture I do think that                                        
it has to take place after the rapture                                          
and that is because again it is Paul's                                          
gospel and then do we know this is where                                        
I I think I mentioned this even last                                            
night a little bit in a different                                               
context this is where I always pull out                                         
that Pauline phrase now we see through a                                        
glass darkly what exactly is a Wynn                                             
exactly is that day that day of judgment                                        
when does that happen                                                           
when does it when did it happen for our                                         
loved ones who have already gone before                                         
have they already had that judgment and                                         
the rapture hasn't occurred but they                                            
have died and they're with the Lord do                                          
they have that judgment first what                                              
happens their truth is we don't really                                          
know we know that to be absent with the                                         
body is to be present with the Lord                                             
we know that the rat the church is going                                        
to be caught up together with the Lord                                          
and we know that there's going to be a                                          
judgment seat of Christ we know that                                            
when the church is caught up to                                                 
to be with the Lord that they will                                              
forever be with the Lord so they cannot                                         
in whatever and however that judgment is                                        
they cannot lose their status of being                                          
with him so the judgment then it comes                                          
back that he's judged by Jesus Christ                                           
according to the Pauline gospel which is                                        
again you can be complete in Christ by                                          
placing your faith in Him                                                       
so after let's let's ignore for a moment                                        
those who have gone on before after the                                         
rapture yes I would say so is it at the                                         
second coming which is of course after                                          
the rapture or is it immediately after                                          
the rapture is it during the tribulation                                        
that the judgment takes place so many                                           
things we don't know I wish we did I                                            
think I could probably write a book on                                          
on the judgment and sell lots of copies                                         
the reason is because lots of people ask                                        
questions about the judgment now the                                            
truth is that I wouldn't have anything                                          



to say in the book but I could sell it                                          
if I was comfortable with just making                                           
things up                                                                       
I could sell lots of copies I mean like                                         
kind of like Jonathan Cahn you know sold                                        
lots of copies of stuff that wasn't true                                        
as well                                                                         
and I could just make stuff up and I                                            
could sell lots of copies people are                                            
interested in this issue of the judgment                                        
I think what we have to do is we just                                           
have to come again and say we don't                                             
really know what it means it is a bit of                                        
a mystery to us in all of all of that                                           
and that's unfortunate because boy could                                        
I write a book if I didn't mind making                                          
stuff up let me just remind you this                                            
morning that there is a special going on                                        
at dispensational publishing ever                                               
reforming dispensational theology and                                           
the completion of the Protestant                                                
Reformation that's by our friend dr.                                            
Andy woods $13.95 that's a good 30% sale                                        
you can just click right there Add to                                           
Cart and you even get a download that                                           
you get to read today before                                                    
the other gets to you in the other we'll                                        
go out today as well so what a deal                                             
dispensational publishing dot-com hey                                           
you know while you are there you ought                                          
to just go and click the Holy Land tour                                         
right there and read a little bit about                                         
going to the Holy Land December the 1st                                         
through the 11th                                                                
I talked to Boaz yesterday there's the                                          
itinerary and you know we think things                                          
are probably going to work so that we                                           
can do that our plan is to do that but                                          
you won't lose any money on it if you                                           
register and it doesn't happen because                                          
we won't walk in yet                                                            
so go register for that plan on you know                                        
it really I would say at this time what                                         
you you want to be a blessing to Israel                                         
get to Israel as soon as you can that                                           
will be a blessing to Israel because                                            
Israel is so dependent upon tourism and                                         
this is a weak time for Israel because                                          
of course all that money that is their                                          
livelihood you know that's gone away                                            
three million tourists a year and now                                           
you know lately zero tourists three                                             
million people bring in a lot of money                                          
and so many communities hurting strongly                                        
so hey if you can go to Israel I'd say                                          
there it is sign up right there would                                           
love to have you come and join us for                                           
that okay question from Michael Paul                                            
often says Christ Jesus or Jesus Christ                                         
would the word Christ have have meant                                           
anything to Gentiles in a sense no                                              
Christ certainly means Messiah I think                                          



we see this sometimes in the book of of                                         
Acts where we see that Paul was trying                                          
to convince the Jews in whatever city                                           
might have been in that Jesus was the                                           
Christ that so clearly defines for us                                           
Jesus was the Messiah                                                           
now we sometimes have convoluted this                                           
into the church today and we I think of                                         
that song you know Jesus Messiah name                                           
above all names and we think of Jesus as                                        
our Messiah but that is only in the                                             
broadest sense that he is going to be                                           
king of kings and Lord of lords and we                                          
happen to be under a king or under Lord                                         
and so in a broad sense he's there now                                          
Messiah or Christ in the sense that it                                          
means Anointed One that does relate to                                          
the Gentiles because ultimately the word                                        
Messiah came from that genesis 3:15                                             
promise that says he was that there's                                           
one coming who's going to crush the                                             
serpent on my head                                                              
so I think we can look at it in that                                            
broad sense that Jesus the Christ is                                            
Jesus the one anointed to defeat Satan                                          
now in a in its in a stricter sense of                                          
its usage Messiah was the one who had                                           
established the kingdom and that doesn't                                        
have that meaning to us in the church                                           
today because we're not part of the                                             
kingdom now something interesting to do                                         
would be to take the times that Paul                                            
refers to Christ either Jesus Christ or                                         
Christ Jesus and see if that gives                                              
indication that's it's a Jewish audience                                        
I think it probably doesn't I think he                                          
uses it enough times because it is true                                         
that Jesus is the coming Jewish king                                            
whether you're your Gentile or not very                                         
true that he is the coming Gentile King                                         
and certainly true that in a broader                                            
sense of The Anointed One that that                                             
applies but again it would be very                                              
interesting to see if you if you could                                          
discover and I haven't done the study                                           
but if you could just                                                           
cover that the word Christ was only used                                        
when there was a Jewish context that                                            
would be very very interesting you would                                        
lose friends because you're not supposed                                        
to say passages are for the Jews only                                           
this is why I have no friends but you                                           
Michael and it wouldn't be a popular                                            
thing if you could prove it I'm not even                                        
sure you could prove it because I think                                         
Jesus I think Paul may have used the                                            
word in in the in the true sense I                                              
suppose I'm sure even if you were in                                            
Bulgaria today you might refer to                                               
President Trump and yet in Bulgaria                                             
Donald Trump would be would be                                                  
technically more accurate but he is the                                         



President of the United States Trump so                                         
Jesus Messiah of the Jewish people                                              
Anointed One for just the destruction of                                        
the evil one so would the word Christ                                           
have meant anything to the Gentiles in                                          
that broader context I think it would                                           
have done so okay                                                               
back to Scott it seems to me all the                                            
failings of amillennialism that is there                                        
is no millennium kingdom now here's the                                         
failings of amillennialism kingdom now                                          
it is one because that's that's all                                             
millennial theology is there is a                                               
kingdom now there's no millennium this                                          
is the millennium anti prophecy teaching                                        
that is a failing of amillennialism why                                         
because the only prophecy in                                                    
amillennialism is that someday Jesus is                                         
going to come back and that's it and so                                         
that doesn't take a very long prophecy                                          
conference does it name it and claim it                                         
that's because if this is the millennium                                        
there are millennial rights and                                                 
privileges which you can take off the                                           
table that's a failing good list so far                                         
Dan                                                                             
so all the failings of amillennialism                                           
flowed directly from Augustine and thus                                         
much of Christendom D UMB suffers under                                         
false and poor doctrine I'm gonna stop                                          
right here and then I'll read the rest                                          
of the question here in just a moment                                           
but I would just have to say Amen                                               
Augustine was at least the modern                                               
creator of amillennialism and the modern                                        
creator of Roman Catholicism and he                                             
wrote his Magnus opus was the City of                                           
God the City of God was about the                                               
kingdom he spiritualize the kingdom to                                          
become this city of God thing which then                                        
you know we're trying to we're trying to                                        
build it we try to build it and advance                                         
it and claim it and all those other kind                                        
of things so you're right because of                                            
Augustine Christendom suffers under                                             
false and poor doctrine based upon again                                        
the kind of spiritualization that                                               
Augustine did we saw a little bit of                                            
that last night as I gave one of his                                            
quotes and when you read Augustine he's                                         
got that over and over and over just                                            
every place he just makes stuff up left                                         
and right as a matter of fact the entire                                        
Roman Catholic Church is just made up                                           
honestly now Scott goes on actually the                                         
so called Reformation then is still                                             
Roman Catholic that's true because the                                          
Reformation did not reform that that                                            
they kept Augustine in theology which is                                        
why you ought agreed ever reforming                                             
dispensational theology and the                                                 
completion of the Protestant Reformation                                        



getting away from Augustine Luther                                              
Calvin those guys didn't get away from                                          
Augustinian theology so actually I                                              
continued to read Scott actually the                                            
so-called Reformation then is still                                             
Roman Catholic you have taught on this                                          
dr. white I know but might be a teacher                                         
but might a teaching honing in on                                               
Augustine be a worthy project yes it                                            
might I think it would come in two like                                         
we've done with the Baptist faith and                                           
message just recently and we did it with                                        
reformed theology and the Westminster                                           
covenant catechism Westminster                                                  
Confession so word I'm looking for a                                            
couple of years ago to dig in and to                                            
look at Augustinian theology and see                                            
where that comes in to the the the                                              
church today and how much of even what                                          
we saw in the Westminster Confession and                                        
the Baptist faith and message                                                   
confessional statement how much of that                                         
is actually Augustinian I think it would                                        
be a very enlightening to get in there                                          
Michael glad to have you as as a friend                                         
it's nice to have one friend that you                                           
have not offended if we could just keep                                         
going on I suppose we could we could                                            
keep offending people appreciate that                                           
let me see here and let's see cliff has                                         
let's see Brian Ross recommended a 59                                           
page book on Calvinism by a right                                               
divider is the gospel enough by Joel                                            
think I heard him say I just listen to                                          
that though yes this morning and thought                                        
about maybe picking up that book I do                                           
have a little bit different view from my                                        
good friend Brian Ross on Ephesians 1:4                                         
and that was the the the category at                                            
which that came in but I'd like to look                                         
at that book I suppose think probably                                           
takes a view similar to Brian Ross I                                            
would that would be kind of my guess and                                        
I go a different path at                                                        
being a non Calvinist Brian is a non                                            
Calvinist I'm a non Calvinist I got                                             
there a different way and handled some                                          
of those scriptures a little bit                                                
differently than he does                                                        
Carles Jesus is not our Messiah yet work                                        
ah very very very very good point yet                                           
we're called the body of Messiah we do                                          
call ourselves the body of Christ as a                                          
matter of fact that course comes from                                           
Scripture the body of Christ which                                              
Carlos you should have consulted with me                                        
prior to my answering my question                                               
because it would have made me sound more                                        
intelligent rather than having to back                                          
up I'm going to back up and reiterate                                           
here a little bit I I said it would                                             
relate to Gentiles in that the christ is                                        



anointed to overcome Satan and we are                                           
the body of that Anointed One so you're                                         
you're exactly right then I don't know                                          
why I wasn't thinking of that that then                                         
you're not going to be able to say that                                         
the word Christ relates just to the                                             
Jewish people because the body of Christ                                        
certainly is not the Jewish nation that                                         
is the the church under the gospel of                                           
that Paul teaches excellent point thanks                                        
for bringing that up Carlos and                                                 
correcting us even before the program is                                        
out because what we do here is question                                         
the assumptions even if it's my                                                 
assumption we question the assumptions                                          
this is what should be done today                                               
and every day I appreciate all of that                                          
okay I believe it is                                                            
quinton time how about that and I'll be                                         
back tonight 7:00 p.m. mountain time for                                        
the Book of Ezekiel session number one                                          
I'll give you an overview that's gonna                                          
tell how we're going to go about the the                                        
work that is done in Ezekiel and I do                                           
hope that you will join us for that                                             
it'll be an exciting journey through the                                        
Book of Ezekiel and I for one will enjoy                                        
it and I think that you will enjoy it as                                        
well and let's see there's the music                                            
that means we're done today thanks for                                          
joining us for asked the theologian                                             
Randy white ministries dot Oh RG look                                           
forward to you seeing us there tonight                                          
for Ezekiel or dispensation of                                                  
publishing calm or you get that book for                                        
thirty percent off it was a joy to have                                         
you today I'll see you soon online if                                           
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


